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 The Tuna plays have always been a love letter to Texas written with a poisoned pen. In the 

1980s, Jaston Williams, Joe Sears, and Ed Howard wrote these plays in reaction to the rise of the

Moral Majority, a political organization founded in 1979 by Jerry Falwell, Sr., associated with the

Christian Right and the Republican Party. The Tuna plays are fierce and funny satires of life in

Texas and all around this country. They are brutal, and sadly, the targets that are mocked in

these plays have only gotten a stronger foothold in both Texas beings and the United States. They

feature flawed, sometimes truly horrible, funny human doing the best they can and sometimes still

missing the bigger picture. 

Satire is one of the few places in our society where we can speak truth to power and laugh. From

Mark Twain to Saturday Night Live, we delight in poking fun at the powerful and uncomfortable

forces in our lives. A Tuna Christmas lives in this long tradition, lampooning the lives of the so-

called Moral Majority, but leaving us to question: Was this really 
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written in 1989, or just last week? These characters

are unhinged, but why do I feel like I know them?

Should we let this keep on happening? In this show,

we return to Tuna, the fictional third-smallest town

in Texas, on Christmas Eve. Radio hosts Thurston

Wheelis and Arles Struvie give us the inside scoop on

the highly competitive Annual Lawn Display

competition, which has been continually sabotaged

by the mysterious Christmas Phantom. As we hop

around town visiting a variety of characters

getting ready for the holiday, we see that, like the

people themselves, Christmas is not perfect. Bertha

can’t seem to get her teenage children (and cheating

husband, for that matter) together to celebrate;

Didi’s used weapon shop is alarmingly busy for this

time of year; Joe Bob’s community theater production

of A Christmas Carol might be doomed; and the Tastee

Kreme forgot to thaw the hamburger meat before the

lunch rush. For Tuna, this is shaping up to be a doozy

of a holiday. 
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Within the comedy of A Tuna
Christmas, you may hear a turn of
phrase that makes your ears perk
up, makes you lean over to the
person next to you, and ask “what
on earth does that mean?!” The
townspeople of Tuna, Texas have
their own way of communicating.
Check out this cheat- sheet of Tuna
slang so you can understand just
what the locals are yappin’ about. 

A Doozie: something that is
extraordinary or outstanding. of
its kind. 

Bark up the wrong forest: a
variation on “barking up the
wrong tree,” to attempt or pursue
a futile course of action, often by
making some kind of suggestion or
request. 

Better hair on anchovies:
Anchovies are often thought of as
hairy, but in reality the little
hairs are actually fish bones that
are completely safe to eat. 

Boxed my ears: to hit one on the
head, especially on or around
one's ears, usually used as a
threat. 

Cussin a blue streak: to swear
rapidly in a constant, unending
stream of curse words. 
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“Not the marrying kind”: A phrase
used to insinuate that a single
man is gay. 

Screamed blue murder: a great,
loud outcry. 

Sit a spell: idiomatic phrase
meaning to tell a story or catch
up with someone. 

Split the sheets: to get divorced; to
divide up assets in a divorce. 

They can track a flea over
concrete: to be astute, have an
incredibly keen eye, particularly
with regards to hunting or
tracking. 

Tom catting: slang; for a man to
pursue women in order to make
sexual conquests. 

To take a powder: to make a quick
departure, leave in a hurry. 
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Talkin‘ TunaTalkin‘ Tuna
Doin’ diddly: a thing of little or no
value; doing nothing. 

DP & Diet DP: Dr. Pepper soda, made
up of 23 flavors: cola, cherry,
licorice, amaretto, almond,
vanilla, blackberry, apricot,
caramel, pepper, anise,
sarsaparilla, ginger, molasses,
lemon, plum, orange, nutmeg,
cardamon, all spice, coriander
juniper, birch, and prickly ash.
 
Fighting like cats in a bag:
aggressive fighting by people who
don't need a reason to argue or
squabble. 

Get the hell out of Dodge: idiom;
you’re telling everyone that you
need to gather your things and
leave the area right now; can
refer to other people, yourself, or
the people you are with. Typically
used in a lighthearted manner, but
there are occasions when you can
use it as a stern warning to others.

Looks like death chewing on a
cracker: To look extremely ill,
exhausted, worn out, or close to
death. 

Not a notch on his gun: Refers to
fictional cowboys and characters
who would carve a notch on their
weapon for every victim they’ve
shot, so in this case, they haven’t
used it. 
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Old Wooden GunOld Wooden Gun

Dr. Pepper... on a farmDr. Pepper... on a farm





Throughout my time in theatre, I have found that certain elements draw meThroughout my time in theatre, I have found that certain elements draw me
to being involved in a show. Sometimes it’s a story I’m dying to tell.to being involved in a show. Sometimes it’s a story I’m dying to tell.

Sometimes it’s a dream role. And sometimes it’s simply a passion project andSometimes it’s a dream role. And sometimes it’s simply a passion project and
an absolute blast. A Tuna Christmas has been a celebration of theatre and artan absolute blast. A Tuna Christmas has been a celebration of theatre and art

from the very beginning and in every moment of the process.from the very beginning and in every moment of the process.

I’ve been honored with the title of “director” for this show, but honestly, it hasI’ve been honored with the title of “director” for this show, but honestly, it has
been a team effort and collaborative success in every aspect. Most directorsbeen a team effort and collaborative success in every aspect. Most directors

could only dream of working with two actors and people as creative,could only dream of working with two actors and people as creative,
hardworking, and kindhearted as Dan and Brandon. They’ve made this anhardworking, and kindhearted as Dan and Brandon. They’ve made this an

unforgettable experience for me. I want to thank them both for theirunforgettable experience for me. I want to thank them both for their
patience, their dedication, and the many, many hours they spent both in andpatience, their dedication, and the many, many hours they spent both in and

outside rehearsal to make this show a success.outside rehearsal to make this show a success.  

I want to thank my family for supporting my passion and sacrificing hoursI want to thank my family for supporting my passion and sacrificing hours
with me so I could focus on the show. I love you! Thank you to On Pitchwith me so I could focus on the show. I love you! Thank you to On Pitch
Performing Arts for the opportunity to bring this show to the stage. AndPerforming Arts for the opportunity to bring this show to the stage. And

finally, thanks to all of you for attending. Happy Holidays, Y’all!finally, thanks to all of you for attending. Happy Holidays, Y’all!

-Heather Ann Jackson-Heather Ann Jackson
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As long as politics has existed, so has its mockery. Going back thousands of years to 400 BCE, when playwright and
“father of comedy” Aristophanes wrote about religion and various political figures in Athens, artists and writers have
used their mediums to humorously comment on the state of their government and topical affairs. Satire uses humor and
exaggeration to comment on and ridicule current events or public figures, often pointing out hypocrisy, stupidity,or
logical fallacies. Over human history, the making, distribution, and reception of satirical works have reflected the state
of the world and the government’s relationship to the public. 

In America, satire can be traced back to the early 1700s, when the colonies were seeking independence from Britain. At
this time, most satire took the form of political cartoons, which could be enjoyed by both the upper class and the larger
majority of illiterate working-class Americans. These cartoons permeated American and even British culture, their wide
circulation planting them not only in newspapers, but on flyers and even chinaware, providing revolutionists the
opportunity to subtly show their allegiance to dinner guests. The circulation of political opinion as entertainment
brought attention to the state of the government, eventually rallying the support needed to win the Revolutionary
War. The cartoons not only impacted the majority opinion on Great Britain’s relationship with the colonies, but
influenced American politics into the present day; cartoonist Thomas Nast popularized the donkey and elephant
iconography of the Democratic and Republican parties thanks to his cartoons in Harper’s Weekly. With countless
examples of satire entering mainstream culture throughout history, it's clear that the controversial humor sticks with
us. But how do we gauge if satire is going too far? 

To an extent, satire is inherently incendiary, as it seeks to explore often divisive topics & pushes the boundaries of
acceptability in order to make a statement in an attention- grabbing and entertaining way. "Robust satire is often a 
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sign of crisis and the ability to share and consume it is a sign of a free
society,” says Sophia McClennen, professor of international affairs at Penn
State. “We see satire emerge when political discourse is in crisis and when it
becomes important to use satirical comedy to put political pressure on
misinformation, folly, and the abuse of power." That being said, the public
reception to satirical works has varied wildly over time, depending on the
larger context of what is going on in the world. 

Satire plays an interesting role in our culture today; with increasing
conversations around systems of inequality and who has the right to tell
which stories (or make which jokes) and political and social divisions
coming to a fever pitch, the fine line between effective satire and satire that
goes too far is getting thinner and harder to anticipate. 

satire staples of modern American culture have been struggling to stay
relevant in today’s entertainment landscape. Late-night television, marked
by its topical political humor, has been seeing lower and lower ratings.
There are a handful of reasons for this: the genre’s format-incompatibility
with streaming services, an oversaturation of similar shows commenting on
the same issues, a heightened fixation on politics rather than human interest.
One notable reason for the genre’s decline that is discussed less, however, is
the writer and audience’s ability to evolve satire to work in the current
climate. 

Satire is a powerful form of political and social commentary, but its
efficacy heavily relies on satire writers and artists’ abilities to anticipate
how current events will inform the audience reception. Some satires of the
past, like A Tuna Christmas, provide commentary for issues still relevant
today, even if the way we’ve come to talk about those issues has shifted. The
question remains then: can we adapt satirical formats of the past to reflect
today’s climate, or can satire only belong in the present? 
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Brandon Stauffer as Pearl
Brandon Stauffer as Pearl



KEEP MOVING FORWAR
with Sylvan!

SYLVAN HAS EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED
 

More than 7 million parents have trusted Sylvan to deliver results. No matter what your family's
needs are, we have solutions to help. And we've adapted to the new ways kids are learning.

IN CENTER TUTORING 
Personalized support from our
great teachers!
 

• Get personalized attention
with in person, face-to-face

sessions
 

• Get guided support that is
personalized to your child.
 

• Work on skill gaps
 

• Get ahead and master new
skills
 

575 N Main Street

layton.ut@sylvanlearning.com

 

Same great teachers, from the
comfort of your home. 
• Teachers lead live, small

group classes ( 1 Teacher to 2
students)
 

• Skills and confidence growth
to be ready for the next school

year
 

• Interactive and fun activities to
keep kids engaged and spark

a love of learning
 

Classes start with a monthly as
low as 

845 S Main Street Ste. B5

Layton.ut@sylvanlearning.com

 

Valid only at Sylvan Learning of
Layton or Bountiful 
Core 4 ( up to 4 hrs. a month) 
Basic 8 ( up to 8 hrs. a month) 
Super 16 ( up to 16 hrs. a month) 
 

Monthly packages starting @

Mention "OPPA"
for a 20%
discount $299/mo.

$200 a month 

Sylvan of Layton

801-543-4400

Online Classes
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801-543-4400
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Our exclusiveOur exclusive
Creators ClubCreators Club

CreatorCreator Club Members are our most Club Members are our most
passionate supporters, and their monthlypassionate supporters, and their monthly
giving ensures that our mission will continue.giving ensures that our mission will continue.

The support we receive from the CreatorsThe support we receive from the Creators
Club allows us to create children’s theatre,Club allows us to create children’s theatre,
community theatre, produce new works, andcommunity theatre, produce new works, and
expand the arts in our community.expand the arts in our community.

Select perks may include: PrioritySelect perks may include: Priority
performance seating, Exclusive Creator Clubperformance seating, Exclusive Creator Club
events, Advance ticketing opportunities,events, Advance ticketing opportunities,
Autographed cast memorable, gift shopAutographed cast memorable, gift shop
discounts and VIP invitations.discounts and VIP invitations.

All club members receive complimentaryAll club members receive complimentary
access to select performances of shows in ouraccess to select performances of shows in our
Creator's Stage series.Creator's Stage series.

Thank You is never enough.
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Tuna, A HistoryTuna, A History
What does it take for a play to get to Broadway? You might
think of millionaire producers or an elaborate production
that’s years in the making. However, for Joe Sears and
Jaston Williams, two of the authors and the original
performers of A Tuna Christmas, the journey to being a 1980s
theatrical sensation looks a little different. Through a
friendship, a dinner party, and a swimming pool, these two
Texans went from community theater to performing on
42nd Street in the blink of an eye! 

Co-creators Joe Sears and Jaston Williams became friends
while working for a theater company in San Antonio, TX.
After moving to Austin in 1980 in hopes of starting up their
own professional theater company, the struggling duo had
been asked to provide entertainment for a friend's dinner
party. The Austin Chronicle later wrote of that auspicious
evening that, “being liberals with a taste for satire, they
opted to use the opportunity to smite the Right. Drawing on
their mutual histories in little Western towns, they
delivered dispatches from a reactionary radio station.”
These radio station sketches were a huge hit at the party,
inspiring Sears and Williams to develop it into a full-length
play. 

During the summer of 1981, Sears and Williams spent their
days swimming at the Barton Springs pool in Austin,
hopping out of the water every thirty minutes to improvise
new sketches on a tape recorder. Williams talked to the
Austin Chronicle about their writing process, reminiscing
that “nobody feels like they're working any more than
anybody else. We just do it. Collaborations are a crazy
thing, but they sure are fun when everybody's laughing."
With the help of the show’s director, Ed Howard, who
contributed to the writing and financing, they had a show
by the end of summer: Greater Tuna. Howard was a friend
in the community theater who put his entire life savings
($10,000) into the production because he deeply believed it
could be a success. 
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When they performed after Labor Day, the play made such a
huge splash in Austin that it immediately got a second,
extended run. That winter, a critic from Variety saw
Greater Tuna and gave it a rave review, helping it launch
from a dining room in Texas to Off-Broadway for a lengthy
run, all within one wild year! 

Together, Sears and Williams went on to write and star in
three more plays, all directed by Howard and focused on
the fictional small town, including A Tuna Christmas; Red,
White and Tuna; and Tuna Does Vegas. An HBO special of
Greater Tuna aired on TV, and the duo even performed A
Tuna Christmas at the White House for President George HW
Bush to ring in the holidays. In 1995, A Tuna Christmas was
on Broadway, scoring Sears a Tony Award nomination for
Best Performance by a Leading Actor in a Play. Sears and
Williams also consistently toured the nation with the Tuna
series with Howard’s support, from 1981 up until Sears's
retirement from the troupe in 2012, establishing a legacy of
over 30 years. 

While Sears and Williams have retired from Tuna, TX, they
are still active in the theater scene back in Austin. Through
directing and doing solo shows, both men have continued to
pursue their love of theater and keep giving back to the city
that gave them their success. Robert Faires, reporter for The
Austin Chronicle noted, “Sears and Williams reinforce the
sense of commitment these men have to this city and the
artists who live and work here. They have a ticket that
could take them almost anywhere, allow them to do almost
anything, but what they choose to do again and again 
is return to Austin and make art with people they know
and trust.” While Tuna may have seen the bright lights of
New York, it’s clear the authors never forgot their early
days of acting for friends during a party in Texas. 
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Best Performance by a Leading Actor in a Play. Sears and
Williams also consistently toured the nation with the Tuna
series with Howard’s support, from 1981 up until Sears's
retirement from the troupe in 2012, establishing a legacy of
over 30 years. 

While Sears and Williams have retired from Tuna, TX, they
are still active in the theater scene back in Austin. Through
directing and doing solo shows, both men have continued to
pursue their love of theater and keep giving back to the city
that gave them their success. Robert Faires, reporter for The
Austin Chronicle noted, “Sears and Williams reinforce the
sense of commitment these men have to this city and the
artists who live and work here. They have a ticket that
could take them almost anywhere, allow them to do almost
anything, but what they choose to do again and again 
is return to Austin and make art with people they know
and trust.” While Tuna may have seen the bright lights of
New York, it’s clear the authors never forgot their early
days of acting for friends during a party in Texas. Photos: Joe Sears & Jaston WilliamsPhotos: Joe Sears & Jaston Williams


